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Ideas and tips on epublications.
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The Content Must Be Good/interesting!
And finished! If you want it to be noticed, link to it from all your
channels - blogs, social media - talk about it online and get your
friends/fans to do the same.

terms of sales. The key here is to create something eye-catching
and professional that works as a thumbnail image. Think about
working with a graphic designer who has some experience creating book covers, or make your own if you have design skills - the
output needs to be a JPEG with high quality and medium-high resolution. A unique title is necessary so your work can be found!

You Must Hold The Copyright

Price Your E-book Cheaply

Or permissions to use the copyrights of others’. It can’t include
content already in the public domain. Read AmbITion’s resources
on copyright.

£3.49 or less. According to research done by Smashwords, an online distribution platform for Indie authors, publishers, agents, and
readers, £1.49 to £3.49 yields the most profit for self-published
authors, and although 99p will get you more downloads, it's not a
good price for earning income.

The Content Cannot Contain Advertising
So programmes, education packs, catalogues, etc. that contain advertising must have it removed.

Design A Great Cover & Think Of A Unique Title
Just like in a bookstore, when it
comes to e-books, first impressions count with the cover and
it can make a difference in

Amazon's 70% royalty for authors only applies to e-books priced
from £1.49 and higher, but they take a delivery charge of 10p per
MB (70% rate x (list price - delivery at 10p MB) = royalty.
A 35% royalty is available for e-books cheaper than £1.49, and can
be chosen for those priced £1.49 or more - which is a good idea for
e-books with a large MB filesize true of long or image rich e-books
(35% rate x list price = royalty).
You can join an Amazon exclusivity scheme for 90 days (the content is not available on other platforms) which gives you the benefit
of Amazon promoting the e-book for you, and it being included in
the Kindle Owners’ Lending Library (you get a share of this fund
rather than any royalties during the 90 days).
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Apple gives a royalty of 70%, others somewhere near there for all
e-books, no matter the price.
Smashword data indicates that free e-books receive about 100
times more downloads than charged-for e-books, so if extending
your reach is more important than making money, consider free as
a strategy, or consider releasing back catalogue for free to build
profile for new work which you sell. Sales can rise and fall, based
on randomness, luck, retailer promotions, your own promotions on
other channels such as websites: what we do know is that e-books,
once published can never go out of print (like print books can) and
can yield income for years.

Consider Whether You Really Need An ISBN
International Standard Book Numbers allow you become the publishing house of your own e-book. They cost c. £100, and are worth
considering if you think the e-book
has (big or offline) market potential. Digital editions of an already
printed book need a different
ISBN.

Do It Yourself Or Get Someone To Do It For You?

You may decide to use an intermediary service that creates an
epub format of your book, and gives the e-book an ISBN - for free
with them named as publisher, or for an additional cost if you wish
to be the ISBN stated publisher. These services push your e-book
to all proprietary platforms - including iBookstore and smaller ones
like Barnes & Noble, WHSmith, Kobo, Diesel and Sony Reader
Store - expect to pay between c. £50 and £350 for a middleman or
e-book "aggregator" service, they also will take a cut of the royalties. Smashwords and BookBaby are popular services. You can
pay additional fees for proofreading, copy editing and “typesetting” services.

Work With The Major Platforms And Marketplaces
The most easy to use and widely available platform and marketplace is Amazon’s Kindle Store:
• It’s easy to use because you can set up as a publisher on Kindle
Direct Publisher using your Amazon store log in, and you can
then upload books in Word, pdf, or html format.
• You can create a great looking Amazon Product Page, and market the page through your website
• It’s the most available platform because there are free Kindle
apps available for all tablet and smart phone operating systems,
as well as rising sales of Kindle e-reader devices.
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You can upload your e-book
directly to Apple’s iBookstore in epub format, and
you can use Apple’s free
iBooks Author app to create
this format. But you have to
complete an application
and request a U.S. Tax ID
and have an ISBN to become a publisher.

If you have large leverage and a solid following for your epublications, then it might be worth building an app, or providing
your content behind a paywall on your website. The implications
are you are then responsible for being the delivery platform, and
marketing and promoting the content, but benefits are:
• you can take 100% of the price paid
• you can include advertising in the publication
• you can gather customer information and data

...or Don’t! Create An E-publication Version For The
Major Platforms Become Your Own Platform And
Publisher
Robert Shrimsley, managing editor of FT.com, decided that the Financial Times needed to launch a digital news app using HTML5
technology after digital subscriber numbers passed the FT's
global newspaper subscription numbers in 2012, and after finding
that Apple and Amazon's terms were onerous. He said that a number of publishers have followed such a strategy to look to decrease reliance on the major platforms, such as the New York
Times and The Times.

• if you use the latest Desktop Publishing Softwares (e.g. Flipping
Book is £250), or work with a graphic designer who knows the
packages, your content can include interactive elements, and
rich media like audio, vide,
photo slideshows, etc.
• it’s readable via websites,
so viewable on any device
that has a internet browser
(desktops, laptops, tablets,
smartphones, nonsmartphones, connected
TVs, etc.)

Shrimsley highlighted the importance of publishers controlling as
much of the revenue as possible from mobile devices:

But I Haven’t Got The Time To Do Any Of This!

"We think that 50% of our digital readers will be accessing content
on mobile devices in the next two or three years, as opposed to on
laptops". (Source: PaidContent).

If truth be known, neither have we at AmbITion Scotland! That’s
why we use Scribd.com - a cloud-based service trying to become
the YouTube of e-publications. It’s online software and HTML5 cod4

ing quickly converts your
document into a file that
can be viewed on desktops, laptops, tablets, and
smartphones. You can also
choose to allow downloads
of your files if you wish.
It offers one of the fastest and easiest ways to get an e-publication
online. Scribd isn't a serious player yet as far as e-book sales go currently, the majority of documents posted are free to view or
download - but you can sell your work on Scribd.
Create an account, upload a PDF or Word doc of your epublication, with the cover image embedded in the first page of the
document, and then use the embed code to place it on your own
website and social media channels. You can set copyright or creative commons licenses before you publish.

Notes
I used iBooks Author, a free Mac app to create this document, so
it’s all ready to become an iBook!
Let me know if you think I should publish ;-) and get in touch with
any comments!
Thanks for reading.
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